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Zoeftig leads the way in the design of seating for terminal 
market and transport waiting areas, as well as offering a 
full range of products and services for waiting areas in the 
healthcare, judicial and government markets. 

Over the years, Zoeftig’s pioneering seating products have 
revolutionised the industry and can be found in airports, 
railway stations, bus depots, cruise and ferry terminals and 
waiting rooms the world over. 

Contact represents another elegant addition to the Zoeftig 
product portfolio and continues the company tradition 
of developing products that push back the boundaries of 
seating design.

Manufactured to Zoeftig’s exacting quality standards, and 
as aesthetically appealing as it is resilient and flexible. 
Available in both upholstered and PU options, Contact is 
perfectly suited to use in passenger terminals and waiting 
areas in the health care, judicial, corporate, commercial 
and retail environments. 

Even more impressively, Contact is available at a 
surprisingly affordable price.

Contact Seating Range
A touch of class from Zoeftig

Pure, distinct forms and seamless connections combine to create an approachable piece of 
statement furniture which is simultaneously modular and integrated.

The Zoeftig name has long been synonymous with innovation and the highest possible 
quality standards. And this commitment to finding new and better solutions to our clients’ 
project requirements continues to be the foundation for everything we do.



Keeping the quality, at an ultra 
affordable price

Contact is unique. A seating system that’s easy on the
eye – and just as easy on the pocket.

Despite the affordable price, Contact does not compromise 
on quality. On the contrary, with its clean lines, refined 
touches and ergonomic design, Contact looks every inch the 
dependable seating solution from a superior brand. A simple, 
elegant and cost effective seating product.

In typical Zoeftig fashion, innovation has played a major part in 
bringing down the cost of Contact. By radically rethinking the 
design of the structure, beam and support systems, along with 
the construction and configuration of the seating, we have been 
able to deliver a product that’s big on looks and performance, 
but smaller on price. The very slightly reduced dimensions 
and streamlined options have also helped contribute towards 
Contact’s competitive price positioning. 

Due to the modular nature of Contact and its clever mounting 
design, it is available in a wide range of seat centres to suit 
every situation.
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Adjustable feet make for secure positioning

Raised seat height options ensure full ADA and DDA compliance



Contact is available with or without arms
Beautifully designed connections make for easy assembly, disassembly
and reconfiguration

Visual transparency for increased safety is a major design consideration.  
The simplicity of the design avoids dust traps around the joints and the 
choice of materials also aids easy cleaning



A seating system that doesn’t  
cost the earth

Contact is helping reduce the cost in other ways, too.

It has been designed and manufactured in accordance 
with the requirements of ISO 14001 and our company 
environmental management system that ensures we 
minimize any adverse impact of our operations on the 
environment. 

The result is a product sustainably manufactured from  
recyclable materials.
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With the use of a simple linking bar, Contact can be arranged in back to 
back configurations



Contact technical and dimensions
For further information email enquiries@zoeftig.com  For CAD downloads visit www.zoeftig.com

Contact product variants Contact seat beams without arms

Contact 4 seat PU seat
with ADA / DDA seat

2260 (7’-5”)

Contact 4 seat PU seat (without arms)

2170 (7’-1.45”)

Contact 3 seat PU seat (without arms)

1620 (5’-3.8”)

Contact 2 seat PU seat (without arms)

1070 (3’-6.15”)

Contact 4 seat upholstered seats  
(with arms)

2260 (7’-5”)

Contact 2 seat PU seat  
with full and half tables

Contact seat beams with arms

2260 (7’-5”)

Contact 4 seat PU seat (with arms)

1710 (5’-7.35”)

Contact 3 seat PU seat (with arms)

1160 (3’-9.7”)

Contact 2 seat PU seat (with arms)

610 
(2’)

Contact PU seat  
with arms

800 
(2’-7.5”) 435 

(1’-5.15”)

Contact PU seat  
without arms

800 
(2’-7.5”) 450 

(1’-5.7”)

Contact upholstered 
seat

855 
(2’-9.65”) 490 

(1’-7.3”)

Contact PU seat
with ADA / DDA seat

Contact Back to back PU seat

1240 (4’-0.82”)

 

100 
(3.94”)

Contact can be made in a range of seat centres; from 600mm to 500mm with arms and from 550mm too 460mm without arms

Contact 5 seat PU seat (without arms)

2720 (8’-11.1”)

Contact 5 seat PU seat (with arms)

2810 (9’-2.65”)

1985 (6’-6.16”)

Contact PU seat 
with full and half table

400 
(1’-3.75”)

390 
(1’-3.35”)

610 
(2’-0.02”)



Seating setting the right example
Corporate and social responsibility
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At Zoeftig, we are continually developing 
our manufacturing process and operations 
in order to minimise their impact on the 
environment.

As well as offering unprecedented levels of flexibility, 
Contact is a shining example of sustainable production.

Even the in-built flexibility of the product itself plays an 
important sustainability role. Because the modularity 
and ability to adapt to change extend the lifespan of 
the product, Contact promotes a more environmentally 
responsible approach to product procurement.

Aside to the specific environmental benefits of Contact, 
Zoeftig has an overriding environmental commitment 
embodied in the Corporate and Social Responsibility 
(CSR) policy that sits at the heart of our business. This 
encompasses three main areas:

• Environment – we are constantly exploring how to 
minimise the environmental impacts of our products and 
operations through increased product longevity, better 
materials, more sustainable designs and manufacturing 
processes and improved waste management

• People – we value our people enormously and are 
committed to their development, fostering an environment 
where independent and creative thought is encouraged, 
and where staff have the opportunity to build on their skills

• Community – as well as financial aid for local charities, 
we are looking to the future by developing award-winning 
links with the local community, including local universities 
and participation in the Knowledge Transfer Partnership. 

Environment

People

Community



USA, Canada, Caribbean  

& South America

Zoeftig Ltd

2366 Sylvan Road

Atlanta  Georgia 30344  USA

T: +1 470 737 4141

E: sales@zoeftig.com

W: zoeftig.com

Middle East, Africa  

& Indian Subcontinent

Zoeftig Ltd

P.O.Box 8349  

Dubai UAE

T: +971 (0) 4 3381656

E: sales@zoeftig.com

W: zoeftig.com

UK & Europe

Zoeftig Ltd

Kings Hill Industrial Estate

Bude,  Cornwall  EX23 8QN 

United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)1288 35 45 12

E: sales@zoeftig.com

W: zoeftig.com

Asia Pacific

Zoeftig Ltd

421 Tagore Industrial Ave

02-05 Tagore 8

Singapore 787805

T: +65 3157 2221

E: sales@zoeftig.com

W: zoeftig.com

Love the journey.
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